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Genstar: Proposal im portant to ONC
by Karen DeSollar
For several months, the city
of Kankakee and the surround
ing area has been concerned
with the proposed construction
of the Genstar waste disposal
plant in the city. Not only is the
issue important to the Kanka
kee area, but because of its
potential, ONC students should
be aware of the situation sur
rounding Genstar.
ONC’s
Business
Club
provided students with an
opportunity
to ^familiarize
themselves with the Genstar
issue at a meeting November
16. Representatives of the
Genstar Corp. were present at
the meeting to explain the
project and answer questions
posed by students.®

emergency forces.
The plant proposed for Kan
kakee is similar to one Genstar
has already operating in
Ebenhauser, Bavaria, West
Germany. Peter Orlin, Market
Manager and Executive Mana
ger of Chemical and Environ
mental Engineering said there
will be a few design changes in
the Kankakee Genstar plant.
“ This technology is not new,”
he says. “ We bring only proven
knowledge and design. We will
not leave Genstar alone after
the plant is built, but will train
the people and for a period we
will operate the plant.” Orlin
also said he thought people in
this area would be proud to be
first in America to get rid of
waste in this manner.
According to Bartholomaeus

“ This technology Is not new, we bring only proven
knowledge and design. W e will not leave Genstar
alone after the plant Is built, but will train the people
and for a period we will operate the plant.”
The project
Following is a summary of
the Genstar issue taken from lo
cal media sources, and inter
views.
Genstar picked Kankakee as
the site of its plant because of
the availability of employable
people, the attitude of people
and local officials, availability
of truck and rail facilities and
the preparedness of the local

Furmaier, Bavarian State Mini
stry for Development and Eco
logical Problems, there has
been no measurable change in
monitors of the air, soil and
water before, during, or after
the construction of the plant in
Eberhausen. There has also
been no violation of the “ Clean
Air Act” by the facility.
Furmaier said emisssions run
60% below allowable stan-

Social Committee
presents banquet
by Jeff Collins
Tomorrow night, Dec. 11,
the Social Committee will
present the annual Christmas
banquet.
The theme of this year’s ban
quet is “ O Christmas Tree.”
Entertainment will feature
the Concert Singers and a
children’s play presented by
the second grade class from
Shabbona Grade School.
Penny Reno, Vice-president
of Student Affairs says, “ We’re
just trying to make it as enjoy
able as possible.” When asked

if It would be better than last
year, she said, “ We aren’t try
ing to top last year, we’re just
going to match it. ”
Today is the last day to pick
up tickets for the banquet.
Times will be 5:15, 5:30,
5:45,6:00 and 6:15.

dards.
Area reactions to the pro
posal have been varied. The
Kankakee Chamber of Com
merce Board of Directors has
announced their support of the
project. A group of about 100
citizens progested at a recep
tion for the visitors from the Ba
varian plant at Sully’s Restau
rant in November.
Pro-Genstar
'Les L. Horrell, president of
the Kankakee Chamber of
Commerce listed in an editorial
to the Kankakee Daily Journal
Dec. 7 the several reasons why
the Chamber of Commerce
supported the project. They are
as follows:
• The technology to be used by
Genstar Conservation System,
Inc. is endorsed and supported
by John P. Lehman, Director of
the U.S. Environmental Protec
tion Agency’s division of Ha
zardous and Industrial Wastes,
the American Society of Safety
Engineers, and the Illinois
State Chamber of Commerce.
• The Chamber has investi
gated the Ebenhauser, Bavaria
industries
waste
facility
through the Brussels office of
the Illinois Department of Com
merce and Community Affairs
and has found the operation to
be a safe, proven and effective
method of disposing of indus
trial waste.
• Mr. Larry Kramer of the Lake
Michigan -Federation (Chicago
Area
Environmentalists),

“ We’ll have to build something
like it (Genstar), in the future if
we hope to deal with the ha
zardous waste issue” , (Chicago
Tribune, 12/1/81.)
Horrell said that the board
believes that the Kankakee area
needs the $40 million which will
be invested in the community,
and the 200 construction and 50
permanent jobs to put the un
employed back to work.
Genstar will also, according to
Horrell, attract other industry
and jobs to the Kankakee area
(which has the highest un
employment rate in the state,
13.5%) Also because a new law
will require industry to recycle
for reuse, incinerate or render
waste unhazardous, many in
dustries will look to relocate
near a facility like Genstar.
According to Horrell’s edi
torial, the prolem of uncon
trolled dumping of hazardous
waste is a critical problem
which must be confronted. The
Genstar has multiple safety and
back-up systems which would
reclaim usable chemicals from
liquid industrial waste, reduce
others to safely disposable ma
terials and convert much of it
into energy including steam
and electricity, Horrell says.
The other side
On the other side of the
Genstar coin, Everett Quigley,
local junior high teacher and
leader of one of the groups
opposing the Genstar project,
outlined his group’s reasons'

for their opposition to the
Genstar.
Quigley felt that not enough
information was provided to
make him feel confident that
the Genstar would not be detri
mental to his family, com
munity and to himself.
“ W e ’ll have to build
something like it (Genstar)
in the future if we hope to
deal with the hazardous
waste
issue. “ (Chicago
Tribune)
According to Quigley, the
city passed a resolution wel
coming the Genstar Corpora
tion into the area before the
public, or the city, knew exactly
what the project entailed. He
also feels that there are too
many risks involved in opera
ting such a plant in a populated
area. He feels that if all safety
measures are taken at the plant
itself, there could still be poten
tial problems in transporting
the waste to the plant.
He is also concerned about
the emissions produced. He
estimates that nearly 500 tons
could be poured into the atmo
sphere in a year.
Horrell and Quigley repre
sent two sides of an issue that is
important to the Kankakee area
and to Olivet. ONC students, as
residents of the area while at
school, have a responsibility to
study the issue and to form an
opinion on the Genstar issue.

Inside...
Video games . . . . . .page 4
Glimmergrams . . . . .pages 6 & 7
B asketball. . . . . . page 8
W restling ..................... page 12

.. Tickets for faculty and guests
are $3.75.
Penny Reno requests that those
attending the banquet enter
Ludwig by the northeast
downstairs doors.

Star of Bethlehem'
at planetarium
By Suzy Thompson
A special student show will be
held at Reed Planetarium
Wed., Dec. 16 at 8:30 p.m. En
titled "Star of Bethlehem,* thfi
presentation was compiled by
students Jill Sheets and Todd
Brian.
Comparing it with the shows of
previous
years,
Prof.
A1 Fleming, Director of the

planetarium, says, * 'I t ’s ofmuch better quality. It’s been
updated with new information,
and is by far our most popular
show.
Narrated by Prof. Don Toland,
'S tar of Bethlehem* is shown to
audiences of students, faculty,
and the community by on of ten
operators. Students are ad
mitted free of charge.

Dirk Ellis looks on, seemingly unconcerned, as he goes through the prelimi
naries of giving blood, last .Wednesday. The Red Cross Bloodmobile collected
225 pints of blood.
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editorial com m ent
Letter to the Editor
Is it the peer pressure or is it
just something within ourselves
that makes us so critical toward
others?
Within ten minutes of time,
while sitting in the cafeteria,
five persons were exhibited and
picked apart by people known
as their friends. Are these true
friends? What does it take.to be
a "perfect* friend? Why can’t
we accept people as they are
and acjcnowledge the fact that
they are genuine, or in other
words, not trying to live up to
some clique’s criteria?
A Christian atmosphere should
be expressed by brotherhood,
lovingkindness, and certainly
not pre or post judgement.

Where can I find Christmas?

'Let he who is without sin cast
the first stone." Jqhn 8:7
Can any of us really cast the
first stone?
I cannot say that I myself, have
never said an unkind word
about someone else, but I can
see the fallacy of calling myself
a "Christian* and then turning
around to defy my brother.
We perhaps, before we can
accept others for what they are,
must accept ourselves for what
we are. One.who is genuine, en
riches his environment and
should be noted for this ac
complishment.
j5ucs wutti outers see on me
surface dwell within us,
as well?
April Knapp

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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¡Christmas Poetry
******** Selections *********
*
*
*

‘X
*A/
y. The tender rhythm of an infant breath,
*
so hushed and satisfied, The lullaby of an angel’s song,
*
Mary at his side.
*. His side...so smooth and warm,
*
soon pierced by Roman-spear
* Amid confused emotions...
*
a cry, a scoff, a jeer.
* His breath, no doubt, a violent gasp
*
not like the hay so sweet
* The Son of God is hanging.. .still,
*
with bleeding hands and feet.
* The blood that slowly trickles down
*.
to wash our sin away
* Is blood that flows from Jesus Christ,
^
who in a manger lay.
Bob Thomas
*
*
*
*
*
*
CHRISTMAS EVERGREEN
*

u
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Rose E. Burckhardt ' **

* tie snow beams around the hemlock
f - i the Northland.
* is the same beam that crimsons the
*
log in the fireplace,
* he W ne that tinsels the yule pine
*
in memory.
* That carols the Babe in the Manger.
* This is the evergreen that bums •
* n the hearts of men at the alter* That illumines and crimsons and carols.
*
*
*
*
********************************** *

By Larry Finger
Just like all other bears, Ted E. Bear has always slept through Christmas. But one day he gets
curious. He really wants to learn for himself what Christmas is all about. So, disregarding the
advice of his skeptical friends, and fighting off sleep, he begins his search, asking .everybody
he meets wtyere he can find Christmas.
*
Well, it’s not a question just for a teddy bear in an animated television story for children. It’s
a question for grown-ups, too. Where can I find Christmas.?
Many people look in the wrong places. Where can they find Christmas? In the annual Christmas
party, they think, where everybody tries to outdrink and outsmoke and outjoke and outflirt
everybody else.
Others succumb to the pressures of Madison Avenue, that “ big Eastern syndicate that runs
Christmas,” as Lucy of the Peanuts comic strip says.. They try to outbuy everybody else on the
block. One man buys his son a 5-speed; so another thinks he must buy his a 10-speed. One buys
himself a boat; another buys a bigger boat. And by the following Christmas, everybody has just
about paid all his Christmas bills.
y
Where can I find Christmas? In the Christmas shopping? Well, I didn’t find Christmas at the
local religious bookstore. On.one side of the customers-that is, 3 or 4 to start with. In seconds
there were 15 or 20.
One man pushed his way to the counter, announced he was the pastor of a local church (to get
a discount on his Sunday school card purchase, I presume), and quickly completed his trans
action. One woman shoved her package across my shoulder to get it to the clerk, a little action
which convinced me that while rudeness abounded on my side of the counter, blindness pre
vailed on the other.
So, muttering to myself, I stalked out of the store without buying anything. Where can I find
Christmas? Not in a religious bookstore the week before Christmas.
In the animated television story, Santa Claus tells Ted E. Bear that Christmas can’t be found
in a place. Santa says Christmas is a feeling you have in your heart. So far as it goes, I guess
that’s true. Christmas is a feeling, unlike anything we experience any other time of the year.
But is Christmas just a feeling? Anyway, I don’t like the idea of Santa Claus telling the bear
where he can find Christmas. Everybody knows Mr. Claus is the ringleader of that big Eastern
syndicate that keeps trying to run Christmas.
Where can I find Christmas? Well, I find Christmas in the Bible, don’t I? Sure, I find it in the
Bible. But where in the Bible? Well, anybody knows that. I find Christmas in the second chapter
of Luke. “ And there were in the same country shepherds abiding in the field, keeping jvatch
over their flock by night. And, lo, the angel of the Lord...” Sure, that’s where I find Christmas.
Or, as Linus says, “ That’s what Christmas is all about, Charlie Brown.”
Maybe Linus is right, but for too many of us that chapter in Luke has become just a pleasant
story, one with shepherds, and an angel saying nice things, and a sweet little baby boy. And
the shepherds and the angel and the Baby fit in so well with the mistletoe and the holly and the
snow and the wreaths on the front doors and the jingle bells and, yes, even Santa Claus. Santa
Claus and the Christmas story-no real conflict with most of us; not really.
Where can I find Christmas? Where can I find Christmas? Well, I might have to go outside the
second chapter of Luke to unlikely places in the Bible-to the Matthew genealogy, for example,
the passage nearly everybody skips. In those opening verses of the New Testament, I learn
about the ancestry of Jesus, and I learn that it includes all kinds of people. Maybe that tells
me the Baby in the manger of Luke 2 is for everybody.
But do I welcome all people to the manger? Are the poor just as welcome in my church as the
rich, with their fine clothes and their expensive perfume and their money? Ah, yes, their money.
Do I welcome all people to my church? The red, the yellow, black, white? To my community,
my street, my home? When will I find Christmas? Maybe when I recognize the worth and
beauty of all God’s creation.
Where can I find Christmas? Luke 2? Well, yes. But what about Matthew 5? And Peter chapter
1? You know how the chapters go-the poor in spirit and the meek and those that hunger after
righteousness and the merciful; and faith and virtue and knowledge and temperance and
patience and godliness and brotherly kindness and charity.
That’s Christlikeness.
I'll find Christmas when I try to be like Him, when by His grace I seek to live the way He lived.
That’s what Christmas is all about, Charlie Brown. That’s what Christmas is all about, Ted
E. Bear.
(This story was taken from the December 17,1975 issue of the Herald of Holiness.)

BqqqüÛogùqU I]Œi8lig ftft
by Tim Franklin i
It was some two-thousand years
that shepherds sat upon a
hillside overlooking the town or
Bethlehem. They sat quietly
and composed, watching over
their flocks, looking off into the
depths of the night, with their
blankets pulled around them to
keep off the dew. The full moon
beams shined all around them.
The stars were bright over the
city of Bethlehem, and lights
were in the windows of the
town. All was quiet ex-,
cept
for
the
occasional,
bleating of a lamb. They
could see nothing in the city but
moonlit rooftops silhouetted off

the blueness of the night.
But inside a stable at the edge
of town a virgin mother was
giving birth to a little child. Her
face was distorted with birth
pains.
words. "I bring you good news
of great joy that will be for all
people. Today in the city of
David a Savior has been born to
you; he is Christ the Lord." And
then a great host of angels said,
"Glory to God in the highest,
and on earth peace to men on
whom his favor rests."
This Christmas season let us
take time to be still and know
that he is God, and praise Him
for that peace which passes all
understanding.

If one could have looked into
the spiritual realm he probably
could have seen the angels of
the Lord dancing about with
trumpets ready to behold the
Son of God. Suddenly a lamb
bleats playfully, Mary gasps a
breath of relaxation, and
Joseph sighs. In the stillness of
it all is heard the cry of a new
born baby, little Jesus.
'Away in the manger no crib
For a bed, the little boy Jesus
lays down His sweet head. The
stars in the sky looked down
where He lay, the little Lord
Jesus asleep on the hay."
And out on a hillside drenched
in the light of the glory of God,
three shepherds hear these
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A college Christmas Carol
by Robbie L. Hinkle
A softly focused living room
lit by candle and firelight, a
decorated pine in the comer
with patches of red and green in
the background, the smell of
turkey and cookies baking in
the kitchen mixed with pine,
cedar, and bayberry, hearing
chestnuts pop on the open fire
accompanied by distant carol
ers and sleigh bells in the
snow.
These imageries have in
vaded my mind since November
1st. To say that I’m looking for
ward to Christmas is an under
statement, but there’s one
thing I’m not anxious to facethe college Christmas.
That Christmas means com
pleting assignments the profes
sor talked about way back in
September. Then the due date
seemed eons away, but now, all
procrastinators are racing to the
library to find that one refer
ence book in order to complete
that paper by tomorrow, only to
be discouraged by the words,
“ I’m sorry, that book has been
misplaced or stolen since last
week.” '
December on campus brings
daily obstacles such as snow
and icy air, snow-packed stair
ways, and slippery hallways.
I remember when the first
flakes used to bring shouts of
“ Hallelu!” and contests on
the biggest and “ bestest”
snowmen. Now students are
prone to run (cautiously) from
class and turn up their collars
against old man winter’s icy
fingers.
Christmas strains the already
tight student pocket book.
After trying to stretch the laun
dry for the 3 weeks following
Thanksgiving break, need will
outweigh conservatism, and the
quarters which should have
been saved for a roommate’s
gift disappear into a washing

Decorating can be more fun as
a floor event. Although decora
tions are not cheap, as a fresh
man investing a little money
now can save a lot later if you
save your decorations from year
to year.

machine. With Christmas par
ties, dorm room decorations,
loved ones at home and that
“ special someone” , where do
we draw the financial line?
Wandering minds are on the
upswing during December.
Professors are known to use
more teaching aids in order to
extend attention spans, but
ironically, when a student’s
best efforts should be focused
on successfully finishing the
semester, minds still wander
out the window and across the
miles to home, where a differ
ent Christmas is waiting.

Control wandering minds.
Spend one hour in your room
reminiscing about past home
Christmases. Picture every de
tail and then literally stamp it
“ later” . Now, come back to Oli
vet and face the facts. Make a
list of everything you need to
accomplish between now and
the 18th of December and
GET TO IT! You then will have
It may sound impossible-but turned a study obstacle into a
study motivator.
I have survived two college
Christmases and these steps
have been helpful for me.
When these steps are com
plete, and you’ve turned in that
last exam, your suitcases are
Meet your deadlines.
Don’t procrastinate on pro waiting to accompany you
jects. Papers written at the last home, and you say your twominute usuallly reflect it not month good-byes, then the vi
only in quality, but in the re sions of sugar plums can dance
turned grade. Tear yourself through your head rather than
away from the cafeteria social grading scales. Greeting cards
scene 15 minute early per meal will be found in your mailbox
and use that time for your pro instead of chapel skip notices.
You will know you have sur
ject.
vived that dreaded thing called
the college student Christmas.
Stay healthy.
When you pull that collar up
’Twas the month before,
against old man winter’s icy
fingers, tie it shut with a warm Christmas and all through the
muffler. Wear warm insulated dorms, everyone was panick-,
boots (not high heels, ladies) ing, but this was the norm. All
and top your efforts with a hat the projects assigned at the
of some typejj Body heat start of the year, had long been
escapes from the top of your forgotten by ’most everyone
head and this, will maintain the here.
heat you have built up. Your
Now that December is finally
main goal should be to stay as
warm as possible, not look like here, the panic of last month
the latest in winter wardrobes. has turned into fear. Parties
(You will learn a new apprecia and shopping and snow fights
tion for the boiler room and its in the quad- For students to be
in the library would be rather
working staff.)
Make a budget. Handmade odd.
But the demands of the pro
gifts are not only more mean
ingful, but cheaper too. Craft fessors must somehow be met,
books are in abundance in thè in order to get the “ A” you
library with ideas for male and hope to get. And the rewards of
female gifts which are usable, your efforts will be Christmas at
funny, or just tokens of care. home, with lots of deserved
presents from the “ red-suited
gnome.”

collegiate crossword
BOX 316 NORTHRIDGE, CALIFORNIA 91328
ACROSS
1 ------ o f the law
8 E a s ily bent
15 C ity near Los
Angeles
16 C a p ita l o f Burma
17 ------ bread
18 Burning frag ra n ce
19 F ilm comedian
C h a rlie -----20 R e la tiv e o f jeans
22 F in a n c ia l gracep e rio d
24 Large le t t e r s , f o r
s h o rt
28 S u b je ct o f K ilm e r
poem
29 Crosby and ch e rry
34 E a rh a rt, f o r one
36 C ity near Chicago
37 P a c ific i n l e t
(3 w d s.)
39 Regard h ig h ly
40 Create a closed
shop
41 M y th ic a l c a r r ie r
42 Thin Man's pooch
43 Belgian* r iv e r
44 Ship p a rts
46 Procession

23 Coach Hank -----24 Examines b e fore
robbing
25 P ir a t e 's word
26 Car o r horse
27 More to Nader's
lik in g ■
29 Gap: Sp.
30 L ite r a r y t w is t
31 Ora pro -----32 ,Rub l i g h t l y in
passing
DOWN
33 Spokesperson
Secular
35 "S ta r ------"
P r e f ix : a t r ig h t
36 Kind o f f l u
angles
Sports o rg a n iz a tio n 38 Fearless
L iq u id measures
42 " ------ o f Honey"
( a b b r .)
44 "Go away!"
P a rtin g word
45 Aspects o f
N a rro w g ln le t c lo th in g
Type o f orange
46 Give a darn
47 "An apple ------ . .
Mark Twain,
48 Word in campaign
c h a ra c te r
p o s te r
j i S
A ctress Hope -----V ic tim o f 57-Acro%s 49 Parseghian, e t a l .
50 Mother o f A p o llo
Ripening agent
Study, w ith "up"
52 C e rta in fed
53 Comedian Johnson
Emulate C h a rlie
54 School c h ie f (a b b r.
Brown
Chemical endings
55 Frog
58 S u ffix f o r hero
Kind o f absence

51 Not s u ita b le
56 Church attendees
57 One o f the con
q u is ta d o rs
59 Drum sound
60 S u b je ct o f Newton's
f i r s t law
61 A t t r a c t iv e
62 Sink

1
'2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
21

answers to
crossword puzzle,
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Christine Woodard and
James Shedd
Karen Buker would like to «...
nounce the engagement of her
roommate Christine Woodard
to James Shedd. They became
officially engaged on November
10, 1981. They are planning a
Fall wedding.
Chris is a senior Social Welfare
major. Jim is enlisted in the
United States Air Force and
leaves in June for Basic
Military Training in Lackland,
Texas.

K

Aurora
tackles
deadlines
by Jill Drake

National News Briefs

Muammar el Quaddafi has long been afraid that Washing
ton is out to get him. If federal intelligence is correct, he has
decided to get Washington first.
Border security as well as personal security for senior officials
has been “ beefed up,”, for the past month as a prevenative
measure. Reports are numerous and rumors have been rampant
concerning the Libyan hit force, however, five Libyan-trained
terrorists entered the United States last weekend with reported
plans to assassinate President Reagan, other senior administra
tion officials and members of their families.
If Quaddafi stays true to his character, he will not give up
his revenge easily.
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Karen Baker and John Morgan
Karen _ uker and John Morgan
became engaged on August 31,
1981. Karen is a senior Home
Economics Education major!
John is stationed at Sheppard
Air Force Base in Wichita Falls,
Texas.
They are planning a Spring
wedding and will be moving
to his permanent base in
Winton, Calfomia.

The Aurora staff laboring to
produce the 1982 Aurora, is on
schedule, working on its third
deadline this year.
Five deadlines were set to
complete the yearbook. So far,
pictures of some organizations,
certain sports and activities,
staff and seniors and some ads
have been completed.
Although those 116 pages,
plus the cover and endsheet are
completed, two thirds of the
work remains.
“ Believe me, it’s been
chaos,” said Aurora editor
Gloria Wickham.
Wickham developed the
yearbook’s theme which- will
be brought out through the
opening, two main divisions,
the closing and the cover.
“ We’re making a statement
with this book,” said Wickham,
sixty-two pages will be in color
this year. Included will be the
opening, Homecoming, Christ
mas, football, basketball and
seniors.
May 12 will be the Aurora,
presentation in chapel. After
wards students will be able to
pick up their Auroras. Wickham
promised, “ It will be bigger
and better than ever before.”
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ONC stu d en ts spend th e quarters—

Video games score big
by Randall King
One lone ship left in the its popularity, Space Invaders was recently quoted in the same
galaxy...you could survive this grossed more money than the Forbes article that, “There’s,
nothing consistent about this
attack wave if you are skilled motion picture Star W an,
business.
If you’ve got a game
enough to save your planet Hollywood’s most profitable
that
makes
good money you’re
from destruction...arsenal is creation. Millions of dollars
going
to
sell
all you can make. If
complete with smart b om bs..S were spent daily by Space In
your
games
are not in the top
keep the aliens from abducting vader fanatics.
ten
you’re
going
to eat them. ”
Since
Space
Invaders,
every
your last humanoid. The fate of
The
electronic
invasion has
game
creator
has
tried
to
beat
the home base is in your hands
also come to .Olivet. Ludwig
the
next
guy
and
créât
new
and if you lose, you will have to
Center houses five video
fight off an entire squadron of challenges for the public. Elec
Mutants before you are allowed tronic amusements have de games. Although small, Lud
another world. The galaxy is veloped far beyond the simpli wig’s gameroom is occupied by
some of the most popular
depending on you...yon must city of Pong I! Today’s games
games
including Asteroids and
not fail or all inhabitants will explode with color, three di
Pac-man.
Ludwig rents its
mensional graphics and com
perish.
games from LaCost Amuse
plex
computer
programming.
No, this is not the fate of
ments in Kankakee, a distribu
Luke Skywalker in the next Star, Not only have the coin-operated
tor that also takes care of any
games
taken
over
the
gameW an sequel but part of the ac
necessary work. Mrs. Beverly
tion involved if you play the rooms of America, but the elec
video game, Defender. D e-. tronic world is beginning to in Lee, director of Ludwig,
commented that the five.
fender is one of many video vade living rooms.
Atari is the leading manu machines clear a sizeable
games that have grown im
mensely in popularity and be facturer of home video units profit.
Ludwig bitraght in their first,
come a new pastime for young that connect to any television.
game of any type seven years
The
unit
consists
of
a
basic
unit
and old.
Not only do these electronic that can play many different ago with foozball. Video games
appeared two years ago followmarvels occupy many hours of games depending on which
ing a request by the Ludwig
enjoyment for people, but they Atari game cartridge is
Center
Commission, composed
also have become big business. placed in it. Some of today’s
In four years, video games have most popular games are avail-. of students, administrators and
grown into a business grossing able on cartridges, which sell faculty members.
Mrs. Lee noted that one rea
over 5 billion dollars. Countless for about 20 dollars each.
son
for the Commission’s re
Although close to bankruptcy
vndividuals feed quarters into
quest
was the knowledge that
at
one
time,
Atari
has
sky-.
heir favorite game daily in
students
were spending money
rocketed
in
the
business
world.
¡opes of beating the computer
on
games
in various places
In
the
last
year,
company
reve
; nd achieving a high score.
across
town
and
the feeling that
nues
have
more
than
doubled
There was a time when the
having
the
games
would contri
to
about
$415
million.
O
ne.
pinball machine was king of the
gameroom.
Coin-operated game that has aided Atari’s bute to the overall picture of
games have always come in, success is called Asteroids | | Ludwig as a student center.
As for her personal opinion,
many different varieties over Each player is in control of a
Mrs.
Lee noted disapproval.
the years, but the pinball ma spaceship where he must blast
“
I’m
concerned
about having
chine was, until recently, the away drifting space rocks set
them
because
I
know
there are
to
destroy
him
and
battle
alien
crime target of those who were
a
lot
of
students
who
are im
spaceships.
In
1981
projections,
ddicted to spending quarters.
mature
in
certain
areas
of their
Asteroids
was
predicted
to
rake
The technology that enabled
life
and
undisciplined
in
spend
in
$710
million
in
video
game
he creation of video games is
ing money. Not only do the
he same device that brought sales for Atari.
Several companies have games take a lot of spending
bout the pocket calculators,
iigital watches and similar succeeded strictly on the popu money, but they are an incred
electronic wonders. Tiny com larity of one or two games, ible time-waster.”
Despite accusations of addic
puter chips that could be pro Midway Manufacturing dis
tion,
many students continue
covered
another
winner
after
grammed with loads of informa
in
their
game playing. Fresh
Space
Invaders.
Midway
is
the
tion were invented and became
man
Mike
McComb estimated
distributor
of
Pac-Man,
a
game
practical in the early 70’s. With
that
he
spends
close to two
where
a
yellow
creature
gob
these chips implanted into vari
ous systems of micro-circuitry, bles dots while being pursued hours and 4 to 5 dollars a week
computer-controlled
games through a maze by monsters. in game playing. When asked
became a possibility. Now all Although 1981 projections why, his first reaction was.
that was needed was for some placed it second to Asteroids in “ Don’t ask me! I guess I play
creative genius to create a sales, recent figures make it the because it is a challenge, it
tests your reflexes and strate
number one game today. 7
marketable game.
gy,” said McComb.
In
a
recent
interview
in
Nolan Bushnell is a computer,
Freshmen Jim Knight and
Forbes,
one
New
York
arcade
expert who invented and mar
Bradley
Skaggs estimated
owner
said,
“
A
hot
video
game
keted Pong in 1972. Pong is an
electronic version of table brings in 2 or 3 times what a hot higher amounts of time and
tennis that is played on a type pinball machine makes.’’ As money than McComb. Skaggs,
of television screen. The game the owner of the Broadway Ar who spends 5 or 6 dollars
immediately caught on and cre cade, he noted that his 60 video weekly said, “ When I’m
grossed
nearly around them, I’ve got to play.
ated profits for Bushnell’s com machines
It’s a real challenge because
$500,000
last
year.
pany, Atari.
you can never really master a
Several
other
companies
Video games became a famil
game, you’re always chal
have
had
successful
ventures,
iar sight at most gamerooms,
lenged to do better.”
into
the
market.
Notable
among
yet they still failed to attract the
Knight estimated more time
them
would
be
Williams
with
money that pinball machines
did and never seemed to de Defender, Stern with Scramble watching than playing. Includ
velop to their potential in the and Mattel with NFL Football.. ing both, he spends about 6
amusement business. Then in Many Japanese firms are hours a week. “ I play for enter
1978, Midway Manufacturing hoping to capitalize on the tainment, to take out frustra
marketed a game invented by American market. Atari is one tions. But sometimes playing
the Japanese Taito Corpora- of the few U.S. companies that doesn’t help because I leave
tion. The game, called Space invents as well as markets Its more frustrated then when I
Invaders, involved surviving own games. Midway’s suc- started,” said Knight. Both in
against the computer by cesses have grown out of Japa- dicated the machines were defi
avoiding bombs and blasting nese inventions. The stablility nitely habit-forming®
These video wonders have
away at enemy attackers from a of the business depends on how
a game is received.
truly become a new national
fixed base.
Jim Pierce, who is the presi pastime. Some of the newest
Space Invaders is known
dent
of Cinematronics, maker games feature computer voices
today as the precursor of the
video boom. In the height of of a popular game Star C a s t l e t h a t verbally coax the player

Glenn Fisher takes on the “.Tempest” , one of the five
video games in Ludwig Center. >
into playing again.
knows whether the video game
Gamerooms are springing up boom is just another fad soon to
everywhere today and many pass or if the gpmes are here to
consumer businesses rent one stay.
or two games and add to their
If you really wonder what
profits. Where as youngsters makes people so crazy about
and teenagers used to spend these things, enter any gametheir money on toys, food, room and you’ll see. But one
candy, etc., they now plunk word of warning. Don’t drop a .
down dollar bills to master their quarter into one of these mon
favorite games.
sters or you will soon find your
Well
dressed
corporate, self hopelessly locked into mor
executives spend their lunch tal combat and when you lose,
hour in the city discussing fi-, you may be so convinced that
nancial matters, dining in fine you can do better that you’ll
restaurants, and competing in put in another quarter and
Asteroids or Defender. No one then...
- ,
ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

Drum & Bugle corps
opens ranks to students
The Royal Grenadiers, Drum
and Bugle Corps of Kankakee
County, currently has opening
on their percussion, brass, flag
and
rifle
sections.
The
Grenadiers are open to anyone
from the ages of 13 to 21 years
of age.
The Grenadiers provide expert

musical
training,
travel
opportunities in North America,
and all uniforms and equip
ment.
Any Olivet student interested in
becoming a member of the
Royal Grenadiers should con
tact Geoff Williams at 933-2320
or call 939-2255.

BRADLEY CLEANERS
EXTRA Q U A LITY FROM THO SE W H O CARE
SUEDES AND LEATHERS
Shirts and all other cleaning
120 N. CLEVELAND
BRADLEY

DIAL 932-7811
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

C a e s a r >>

BUY A N Y SIZE P IZ Z A I
A T T H E REGULAR
PR IC E...G ET TH E
IDENTICAL
PIZZA ------ FREE!
¡fteliaift-Ca^y outonly)

'Just present your Olivet ID
No coupon required
(No limit-Carry out only)
KROGER SHPG CTR
Offer good
BOURBONNAIS?
Extra cheese
for 1981-82 Q f c j i n T l Q
on a per pie
school year 3
basis.
Sun. llam-midnite
Mon-Thurs 4pm-midnite Fri-Sat 11am-lam
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From O kinaw a to O livet.

Foreign student adjusts
to life in America
A freshman sits in her
composition class waiting for a
test to be passed out. She turns
to the girl beside her and asks
her if she is ready for the test.
Quickly, without thinking, the
girl gives her a reply—but in
another
language.
She
apologizes, then offers an ex
planation, "I wasn’t thinking in
English."
Unusual? Maybe, but it is an
everyday situation for student
Geraldine Anakalea, who was;
born and raised in Okinawa,
Japan. Speaking the language
is only one of the problems
Geraldine faces. There are
many adjustments a - foreign

“ It seems like dating is
really big here compared
to in Japan. Here a girl
can go out with many
guys. There, one girl goes
out with one guy.”

student going to school in
America must make.
Geraldine came to Olivet on a
dream. Her mother is Japanese
and her father is Hawaiian.
Since he returned to the states
many years ago, Geraldine was
not exposed to English, except
in school, and did not learn to
speak the language like she
thought she should, being onehalf American. Thus, it became
her dream to speak English
fluently. .She knew that she
would never learn to speak pro
per English living in Japan, so
she decided to come to the
United States to go to college.
Since she attended a Nazarene
church in Okinawa, she decide^
to come to a Nazarene college

and chose Olivet.
Fulfilling her dream has been
hard work, she has found. Even
average classes can prove to be
difficult. Although Geraldine
has taken English classes since
she was a child, she admits that
a sort of "Japanese English*
was taught, and did not prepare
her well enough for freshman
composition.
The knowledge of good English
is important in her other
classes, to o ., Basic story pro
blems in general math can take
hours to solve, simply because
she is not familiar with words
and phrases like "annuity* and
"compounded monthly*. Unit
ed States history is also diffi
cult for her. She is at a great
disadvantage since she has very
little of it, and most college
students have had it since
grade school.
Another problem is taking
notes in class. She is "usually
about three sentences behind,"
trying to translate the pro
fessor’s lecture; Time is usually
spent on the telephone with
other students in the class, ask
ing them about the day’s class
period.
One advantage Geraldine has
had was that she learned good
study habits in high school, un
like many of her American
“ I had to ask my room
mate what 'foxy’ meant.
I had always just thought
of it as a little reddishbrown
anim al.”

classmate s In Japan, the uni
versities are difficult to get into,
yet easy to graduate from, thus,
the emphasis on studying is in
high school, not college. Be-

DANNY’S PIZZA PLACE

cause of this, Geraldine came to
college with better study habits
than many of her English
speaking friends. She finds it
much easier to spend an even
ing with a book, not heeding the
temptation of socializing in the
Red Room.
Besides academically, another
way Geraldine has had to adjust
is socially. Dating here is very
different than in her native
country. 'I t seems like dating is
really big here compared to in
Japan. Here a girl can go out
with many guys. There, one
girl goes out with one guy," she
said. She has also noticed that
girls are treated better here
than in Japan. 'H ere it is ladies
first; there it is men first."
However, the old Japanese
custom requiring a woman to
walk behind her husband is out
of date.
In Japan, kissing is reserved
for couples who are at least
dating steadily.
Geraldine
found it unbelieveable that a
good-night kiss was so easily
obtained. 'H ere a kiss is just
like hi and good-bye," she ob
served. Luckily for Geraldine,
the guys she has been out with
have understood her reserva
tions on the subject.
,
Learning to live in close
quarters with forty American
girls was and is an experience
Geraldine has adjusted to.
'Americans are so loud and
emotional. When a girl gets
asked out on a date, she runs up
and down the hall announcing it
to everyone. In Japan, we keep
things like that to ourselves.
Also, Americans hug a lot." In
Japan, it. is unusual for even
family members to exchange
hugs.

r

I
I
I

Geraldine Anakalea, ONC student from Japan finds
people in America are “ very friendly and open. They
are always smiling.”
my roommate what "foxy*
meant. I had always just
thought of it as a little reddishbrown animal," Geraldine said.

The girls on Geraldine’s floor
speak highly of her. Next door
neighbor Beth Davis said,
"Geraldine is just a doll."
Another girl on her floor,
Kathy Rector, said, "She is so
considerate of others. She is
always putting them first before
herself."
She expected to have a hard
time communicating- with the
girls in her dorm. "I thought
that I would never make it."
Geraldine continued.
"My
roommate understands my
English very well." Geraldine
recalls the first timed she met
her roommate, "She wouldn’t
believe I was Japanese because
I look more Hawaiian." Because
she does look Hawaiian, with
brown hair, eyes, and skin,
people think she should know
Englishflj
Communication is continually
getting easier for her. "I
thought I was going to have to
carry my dictionary around with
me all the time." The only
major problem Geraldine still
has is with slang. "I had to ask

There are many differences
between the Japanese and
American ways of life. Thus,
there were many adjustments
for Geraldine to make when she
came to Olivet. Although she
admits that she would pick
living in Japan over the United
States, there are many things
that she likes about America.
"The people are very friendly
and open. They are always
smiling."
If it were possible, Geraldine
said, she would like to take
these things back with her
when she returns, and have the
best of both worlds. Although
this cannot be done, she said,
"I would like to combine in my
self the good characteristics of
both countries, and that way I
would be a better person. *

DISUMItbtEIB [IMG

170 West Station Strfeet
Kankakee, IL 60901
BACHELOR OF ARTS

SPECIAL OFFER
y/l\^ 2 Large Cheese and Sausage
Pizzas for only $8.00 plus Tax.

932-2480
Hours: Mon. thru Thurs — 4:oo p.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. — 4:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
_______Sun— 4:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.

Carolyn Kay Ball-Whlttaker Elementary Education ■
Communications: Journalism
James W illiam Bronson

CHEESE
SAUSAGE
MUSHROOM
GREEN PEPPER
ONION
BACON
CANADIAN PIZZA
PINEAPPLE
ANCHOVIE
TO M ATO E
BLACK OLIVE
PEPPERONI

3.25
3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60
4.00
3.60
4.00
4.00
3.60
3.60

Each additional topping 50$ extra

Elementary Education

History (Education)

Janet Elaine Fischer

Nursing

Mark Lewis Johnson

Psychology

Mark E. Fleming

Physical Education

Mary Elizabeth King

Romance Languages (Education)

David William Fowler

Elementary Education

Teresa Ann L'arlmore

Elementary Education

Gary Earsel Garrison

Physical Education

Gregory C. Nielsen

Christian Education/Psychology

Michael Robert Hshs

Physical Education

Connie Lynn Simpkins

Communications: Broadcasting

Constance Hoffman Johnson

Elementary Education

Rora O. Stipes

Social Welfare

Paul Nathan Johnson

Business Administration

Gary W . True

Religion

Terri S. Jones

Elementary Education

English

Christy Kinney

Business Administration

Heidi M arie Williams

, Christian Education-Church Music Julia Lynn Mathis

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Violet Lorene Adams
Rebecca Gayle Ahlseen

Social Justice
Elementary Education

Danielle Janette Ayers

Nursing

Michael Sheridan Bear

Business Administration

Joyce Burns Becker

Business Administration

M artha Jean Billings

Nursing

Beverly Jean Blanton

Nursing

Lynda Rae Burghorn

Christian Education

Debra Ann Calse

Nursing

Brenda Kay Schember
Mary Linder Seitz

Elementary Education

Rhonda Lynn Moreland

Patricia Anne Smith

Business Administration

Karen Lynn Southerland

Christian Education

Lynn Ruth Stelnhauer

Elementary Education

Susan M . Stlth

8oclal Welfare

Colleen Kay Patrick Tew

Elementary Education

Janis Mattax Tripp

Elementary Education

Cheryl Jean Tupper

Bualnesa Administration

Leona Staples Wells

Social Welfare/Psychology

Nursing

Juanita Ann Clark

Social Welfare

Russell Wayne Clark

Physical Education (non-teaching) Karen Fay Hail
Rebecca L. Hlse
Social Welfare

Jamie Sue English

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
Social Welfare
Secretarial Science

Teresa M arie Hodge

Secretarial Science

Business Administration

Judy Elaine McCann

Secretarial Science

Nursing

Bekki L. Yeakle

Secretarial Science

Denise Renae Stiles Dickey Elementary Education
Steven Wayne Dumey

Nursing
Music Education
Elementary Education

Linda M arie Carlson

Alma Douglas Cook

W e Deliver After 5:00 p.m.,
ON CAMPUS DELIVERY ONLY 50*!

Business Administration

Robin Lynn Evans

Dale Patrick Hall

Charles Allen Williams

12”

Tracey Dean Erickson

Pam Sly

dm
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Dear Carrot-top
Thanks for being such a great
roomie this semester. See ya
next year in our “ new place” .
Come up and visit okay? Merry
Christmas and “ all that jazz” .
P.S.—M.C. to all the Foxes in
G. 1A, too!
Love, Bettie
Roscoe & BoscoeMerry Christmas & a “ Hip
py” New Year.
Love & Kleets,
The Motherless Chiles

D<wgf .„v.;
>qod S , c! SK.
Merry Christmas, get ready
for the sunshine jgj
Love, The Florida Babies
Dear Chuck,
I hope next year begins as
well as this year has ended.
As you say, if things are meant
to be they will...
Love, Smut

Dear BJR
Here is to 3 years, 8 months,
and 12 days of wonderful living.
Let’s see if we can’t multi
ply that number a little. Have a
TAR-Baby
Thanks for being a great Merry Christmas(with me).
Loommate,
keep
shootin’! I love you! TRR
Merry Christmas.
R.B./R.B.I.
ScknooKums,
There’s no place like home for
oR.B.I.’s
Merry Christmas! vthe holidays, so enjoy ■Philly"
’.S.-It belongs to the guy be See the mummers, do the strut,
and say hello to fam!
hind me.
Guess Who
To my 2nd favorite pres.
Keep groovin’ to EWF, but
you need to work on your wrest- Kissee!
Guess what.
iing! Oh, well, Merry Christ
Sincerely, Scrub
mas! Happy New Year!
R.B./R.B.IM
Karen B.,
You’re the girl every guy
Good Luck T.N.T.
wishes he could spend the holi
Merry Christmas to bosom bud- days with! Merry Christmas
Sweetheart. Love, Steve C.
diesShenfield Dee, Nora Keeling,
Jan McRoberts, Dave Wade, A mon petit ami,
Je t ’aime. Joyeux Noel et
Paul Wilson, Don Matson,
Bonne
Annee! Je te manquerai.
Sharon Smiley and other
Je
t
’embrasse,
Julie
bestest friends. Kevin H.
A todos que pueden leer esto,
deseo brindar Feliz Navidades
y un prospero ano nuevo. A mis
compañeros en la clase de lit
eratura Hispano-Americana, yo
deseo para ustedes todo lo
mejor en esta estación del ano
A mi ccompanero de cuarto,
Feliz Navidad. Al pajaro gran
de, me gustarla verle comer en
el comedor mas que lo hace.
Usted me cae bien. La sejunda
razón que quiero tener esto
publicado es que yo quiero
tener lo mas largo de todos.
A Ronnie, ud no me ha invitado
a la Casa Blanca, estay insul
tado. Ademas, que ha pasado a
su amigo Bonzo? A Richie, solo
hay una cosa peor que hacer lo
mato es cuando le a trapan con
las manos en la masa. A Gera rdo,cuidado que no secaige ud
cuando usted pasea..
Merry Christmas,
Tamalon

Sir Thomas,
Have a great Christmas and
we’ll be sure to make the new
year as interesting as possible!
We’re looking forward to see
ing your face next semester.
Gonz and the girl who lives
across the hall
Sgt. Walters
Merry
Christmas
Civilian Faies

from

Lynnie, Howdo you put up with
me? Have a great Christmas!
Love ya! The Insane Rodent
I’d like to wish my great friends
the Wolfpack a special Merry
Christmas. You all mean a lot to
me (You little nugheads)
Love ya lots of tons
A member of the pack!

OxymoronDear Luanna,
I’d rather share a .bathroom
I wish you a Merry Christmas
with
you than any other ox I
and a Happy New Year but
know-Bathrobe
or no bathrobe.
furthermore, I wish you could /
I’ll
never
be
anybody
else’s
go skiing with us too! If not,
going skating with Randy and oxen! Oxen
Cheryl would be just as fun.
MarvinWith love, GL)
Of all die nuts I share my
Lil Bro wishes each and every birthday with, you’re the nutti
big sister of his will go home to est! Merry Christmas & Happy
B’day! Charlotte
Michigan. This is our last ski March
trip together. I hope Mary is
easier on her leg during interim MoniqueTu es une belle amie! Si nous
than she was getting out of bed
mangeons pancakes et peanut
yesterday.
butter tout le temps, nous
Studmuffins-I
love
you! etions malade! May you escape
verb conjugations forever after!
Nadine
Stegasaurus-Too bad you’ll
turn into a Moodyite in Janu
ary. Merry Christmas and Dearest Patty,
Memories-Let’s
create
Happy Hanukkah. Love ya,
some. Love you lots of mantes.
Bose
Caddie
Happy Holidays to my special
Legacy.
The Mrs.

Mike Wallace,
.You wouldn’t know love, if
it walked right up to you and
slapped you in the heart.
The Gatlin Brothers

Dear Becky,
I hope Santa brings you a
copy of Dr. Falb’s Biology final
complete with answers-early!
Merry Christmas.
Love, Glenn

Is this Gurn?
You male chauvenist pig,
you! WKOC

To our 3 Genetics Drs.
Thanks for the effort. We
hope Santa clones you a text
book without any typos.
Shnookums & Fish
Gary,
Let’s hold a Christmas party
at Perkins and bum our Vert,
books.
Merry
Christmas.
Fish
Kelly and Tim
Congratulations on your first
Christmas together with many
more to come!
Lane and Janelle
Steph-Being roommates has
sure been an experience! May
you have a Merry Christmas
and an Exciting New Year.
-Merv
Janelle,
Ours will
Love, Lane

last

To Shawn G.,
I’m glad my roommate and
best friend are the same person
Merry Christmas. Love, Chim
Mitch Combs-May you have the
Merriest
Christmas
ever.
A friend

J.K .-you child abuser.
L.G.
Babe,
Have a Merry Christmas and
knourthat I will be thinking of
you. I wish you all the best,
always. I love you!
Your Sunshine

SB + K Forever _
Dear CIAO,
I love to smell your Tea Rose.
Your friend from Sak’s.
Merry
Christmas,
Rooter.
From Nonnie and

Rhoda
Petals

Sheri,
Merry Christmas! We’ll
be home soon and soaking
up that Miami sun. Love
always, your roomy, Cheryl.
Babe,
Being with you will make
my Christmas the most memor
able ever. 143
Always and Forever, Rhon.

Heather,
Raw!
Merry
Love, Heidi.

Christmas!

Reedy-Gibson-Howe,
Thanks for the memories.
Merry Christmas and a profit
able New Year. Robin and Todd

RobinProf. H. Collins
9 Merry third
Christmas,
Roses are red
darling. Happy New Year Nick.
Violets are blue
Todd
Life would be dull
Without Fine Arts and you
Have a very Merry Christmas.
To the sweetest sister on
From 4th floor Nesbitt
campus,
I love you, Gloria! Merry
Janelle,
Christmas,
Robin
I’ll have a blue Christmas
without you but S.A. "is gonna
be great!
Love, Lane
Margaret,
Don’t do anything carnal
Judy, Merry Christmas
Roomie! Love ya,
Kathy over Christmas break! Hope
Santa
brings
everything
To my roommate and very spe ya want!
cial friend, Fay Ruth, Merry Love ya, Robert John
Christmas! I love you!!!

forever...

To my very special friend Bob, To the Green Clouding no
May you have a Merry Little minds, Dave, Mike, Dan, Gene,
Christmas. U v f ^ T f f U fc** pfawe a Merry Christmas and a
71pale January while I’m in S.A.
T.C. G/5 is getting closer. D.T.
Tanned L.F.
Hey Marine,
You
and
your
4:00
a.m.
can
Stinkin no-mind Walker! Please
To RBI: R.B., T.A.R., D-Y.
try to contain your Freudian TWANG!
W.A. + M.W.
Your
Civilian
Roommate
slips. Have a rat-infested holi
I Our legend will live forever!
day! Mikey
Merry
Christmas Guys. J.T.
Hey Slide,
*
You’re an awesome room
Billy Bears,
T, Egw se agapw! T.N.T!
I lovers you. I’ll be home mate. I hope you make it back
J
soon with lots o f. GREAT next year. Do the Lord’s will.
presents! Merry Christmas. We’re gonna miss ya.
Congratulations,
Wiggles.
-Flip
Love, Cherry Baby
MWC
2+ 3 -5

Merry Christmas our fearless
leader Dave and all die mem
bers of my DID group.
Kathy
To the Babes!
A frog kiss for bod) of you.
May Santa be kind and not
bless you with any warts.
Rerry Rhistmas! We love you,
The Roommates.
To 4 of the greatest roommates
ever!
Have a very Merry Christ
mas Rod, Jim, Joel, Ken.
Dana B. Have a Merry Christ
mas. Love Duane

Dear Turkey,
pilgrim.

me. Your

Sue&SuzyI wish you both the best
always! Good luck in the real
world—Merry
Christmas.
BLD
Brenda StricklandI’m sure you’re getting a
better roommate! (HA) Best
wishes always-Merry Christ
mas.
BLD
Doggone that Sally,

¡¿agi

im i
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Third floor Nesbitt 1979-80,
Hello and Season Greetings
from Becky Hendricker. (alias
the General).

Graphite • head,
Your beard looks great.
Where’s your pencil?

To the best newspaper staff
on earth,
Thanks for all your work
and long hours. You’re great!
KRD

Merry Christmas to the girl
selling tickets for the bus. 1 &2.

Helen,
Roses are red, violets are
blue, I don’t think I could
stand another year with you.
Helen

But soft, what light through
yonder window breaks? It is the
east and Bruce Brown is the
sun.
Mort- thanks for your loyalty
and due have a lively Christmas
The dead.

I loved a guy in San Fran
cisco once. No... I

To the members of 'Awesome* Cheryl, More than yesterday,
Thanks for everything! Hope less than tomorrow
you guys have an 'Awesome*
Christmas! I’m going to miss ya Bugs, have you ever heard of
all!.
123 days of Christmas?
Love, Your original wild and
crazy drummer
'Sprouts*
Joe P., I hope Santa brings you
M
n
, M s u c v d a iw .i
-¿ome clothes!niahriD yrisM
Susan & Suzanne,
: - We will miss you next
semester. We cherish the Tony, have a great Christmas
moments we’ve shared. Your you are sweet!
friendship has meant every
thing to us, more than words
can express. Our lives have Cookie M6nster and Bruce,
been enriched for having known
When I see you next semester
you both. We truly love you. even less then I do this, I’ll miss
Until we meet again • Adieu your mugs even more! Keep
Adieu.
smiling !v
Monica & Judith
Suzy Q

Dave and I can’t afford long
distance or long stem roses but
we will attend to a interesting
gift as you shall see. (s)Tinker.
Pat and Shirley DuncanBig ole Oxen
Thank you for everything you
Oxen #l-our loss is the DM’s
have given me but most of all
gain.
thanks for the gift called love. To Number 1: Don’t worry, 1 Oxen *2 - before you leave pick
Merry Christmas.
haven’t forgotten you. Remem up your shoes from our room.
ber last years present? There’s
Myers & de sole'
Mary Shockeya new one waiting.
Have a great Christmas! To Number 2: Alright. Isn’t it Dudley,
(and look forward to next year!) about time you quit playing You move like the w ind.. . dead
“ Looney Booney”
games and ask for what you, air, that is.
really want this Christmas! Go,
Karen & Judyfor it!
Best wishes always and To Number 3: I still haven’t Tim Twining,
happy holidays.
figured out what you want. All
Don’t be embarrassed, I like
BLD
you have to do is ask. A nd.. .
To Number 4: What I wouldn’t green! Merry Christmas!
Love, Melody
Curt and Dawn Waregive you for Christmas!!! M.
Have a great vacation! Have
a safe trip home-Merry Christ Chim,
Stumper- Merry Christmas
mas.
Your world is filling mine with Love your Roomie
The Duncans
sunshine and flowers and
Christmas
Cheer!
Merry
•To'Little One*,
Randy NorrisChristmas!
Thanks for helping me through
Maybe next year you’ll get
Shawnie
all my traumatic' experiences
your dinner. Have a great vaca
semester.
tion & a Merry Christmasl
Love, 'Crash Gordon*
BLD
Merry Christmas, O.N.C.
Jackie FurbeeBeing at Olivet Nazarene You know what I like • It makes
Have a great Christmas and College is the next best thing to me a jolly good fellow. . . Milk,
look forward to Bible & Life. being at home!
I mean.
BLD
Courtesy of G.N.W.
Barbie - 'Sweet heart*
Rick WilsonHave a Merry Christmas!
Traveling mercies are with
Guess who?
you so no damage will harm Todd G., Santa’s elves told me
your hairy chest. Thanks for the that you like s o f t! cuddly
“ medical hand” tips. I told you puppies! Merry Christmas! Souper,
You’re a 'Great* Roomie - have
soLove, S.S.
a Merry Christmas.
Your favorite redhead
Your Room-mate.
Wishing freshman Dean
Watkins a Merry Christmas! To my hero: Know what? *Ek
Here’s looking at you kid! het jou lief.* - J.Z.
Dear Michelin Man,
from your secret watcher
The lightening bug’s plight is a
P.S. 21 days to Cape Town.
tragic one It’s been said again
To Karen D., one terrific editor!
and again.
Have a Merry Christmas and Debbie and Dan - Vasbyt. .
For he cannot see where he’s
a lot of rest. Glimmerglass, mindae!
going; He can only see where
what?
he’s been!
from one terrific assistant
Merry Christmas!!
editor, Karen K.
lavon- 100- some more days Love, Runt
LSA-ILU- from your next room
To Mongo who is one terrific mate. . . forever
guy! Thanks for always being
there, and for your strong
shoulders. Have a great
Christmas and wonderful New Long-Legged-SnipeYear. I’ll be thinking about you. Keep my books under-cover
I love ya.
we’ll need them this Summer
Forever, Tookie
and Fall. You’re the greatest.

The two Helens:
I’ll miss you little,
I’ll miss you big, _
I’ll miss you like
A roly poly pig.
Or an oxen, as the case may be.
Take care of each other forever
and ever, or until you drive
each other crazy. With best
wishes that you have an allergic
reaction each time you go to the
TV room, and all the love I can
spare, Oxen #1

Dearest S.,
Have a holly, jolly Catsmas! It
really is the warmest time of the
year. Enjoy your vacation at
Salon P! Hearts,B.
SuzyCongratulations! Please write
& tell me if there is life after
graduation. Will miss your
smile and our confidential talks
YKW! Keep Smiling
YourC.D. Buddy
Jenny,
MMMMMMMMM..
Geoffrey
Kip
Y.N.W. Ha Ha!
Geoffrey
IANMerry Christmas
Geoffrey

BunnyMissed ya in Cago! Next
semester though!
Geoffrey
THANKS FOR THE BED
DAVEW.

To: 1981-82 AURORA STAFF,
HANG
IN
THERE!
Sincerely.
Your Co-Worker
Dearest James, ••
You know what happens to
frog splatterers, don’t you....??
Merry Christmas!
love
Melody

To Dougie-poo Montgomery,
Have a Merry California Christ
mas and a great new year! Take
care of my 'sweetie* for me!
Love ya, Tookie-poo

Reckabo,
Thanks for being such an un
derstanding and helpful room
mate.

Gloria and Dan,
It’s been a pleasure working
with you this semester.
Laura

Dear Speedy’s sweetie,
Have a very merry Christmas!
You’ve made this my most
special year, and I know the
next year will be even better. I
Lily and Kim,
Love
you!
Merry Christmas and have
Love,
a great new-year! Say hello
Your
little tiger
to Shakespeare for me, Lil,
and remember to keep Kim
posted on your classes next
semester so she can let you
know what’s going on. Both
To Butch, Mitch, Jay, Brian,
of you, have fun in ‘82!
Suzy Mike, Chris, and the rest.
HAVE A MERRY CHRIST
Merry Christmas to two of my MAS! Love, Joy W.
favorite phoenetics experts,
Mindy and Karen- CEIBA!
Don’t spend New Year’s Etfe
It’s nothing.
INDABA. I mome

THE GLI ÎT1ÎÏ1ERG LASS STAFF
UJISHES YOU...

To the entire senior class:
We are half way home!
Only 165 days until graduation!
-counting the days, “ Kief”
Bro,
Merry Christmas gaF! Happy
Hunting! eniws

Tim Geeding & Dan Johnson,
I’ll be waiting!!!!...So you best
be watching!!!! !AND BY THE
WAY....Merry Christmas....
your friend through revengeMelody
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Tigers undersized;
not overpowered
Olivet’s basketball team might
have been a bit undersized
against NCAA Division I
school, Eastern Illinois Univ
ersity, but not overpowered.
The Tigers were jittery playing
a school with an enrollment
the size of E.I.U.H but one
would never have guessed
it by the style of their play!
Olivet played aggressively
from the start and led through
a good portion of the first
half thanks to the fine play
of Skyler Hasselbring and
Daryl Nelson.
Hasselbring got the Tigers
off to a good start hitting three
straight buckets in the open

ing minutes to give Olivet
an advantage that held up
until there were only seven
minutes left in the half. It
was then that E.I.U. took the
lead for good and ended the
half with a score of 47-43.
Olivet did come within six
with about four minutes left
to play, but E.I.U. blew the
game wide open, jumping
ahead by 14 and cruising to
an 88-77 final.
' Nelson and Hasselbring
led the Tigers in scoring with
21 and 16 points respectively.
But both players fouled out
in the final minutes. John
Allhands had 11 points and

Pat Martin finished the game
with 10.
The Tigers $hot 30 of 63 from
the floor for a .476 while
Eastern’s
percentage
was
.582 (39 of 67). Both teams
committed 20 fouls, but a
key to Eastern’s victory was
Olivet turnovers, which kept
them from coming back in the
second half.
Still the Tigers have to be
proud of the fact that they
competed with a team of the
quality of E.I.U. Maybe in that
sense, one doesn’t have to
score the most points to be the
winner.

Home Sweet Home

Tigers win
home opener
The old cliche “ There ’s no
place like home’’ certainly held
true for the Olivet Tigers as
they spotted their fourth win
defeating North Central College
last Tuésday night in Birchard
Gym.
The happiest of all Tigers to
be home must have been
senior guard Pat Martin.
His outstanding outside shoot
ing along with teammate
Daryl Nelson put the Tigers
ahead early, combining for
Olivet’s first 25 points in the
game.
When the smoke cleared
Martin had scored 29 points
shooting 14 of 18 from the floor.
Olviet had its fourth win,
82-75.
But the win didn’t come easy!
With a few minutes left in .the
first half Coach Ralph Hodge
gave Martin a much deserved
rest. And with the loss of
Martin, Olviet’s outside
Martin,
Olivet’s
outside
shooting was nil. North Central
scored the last 10 points of
the first half, closing the gap
to 43-39.
The Tigers were unable to put
away the scrappy North Central
Cardinals until the last five
minutes of the game. When
again Pat Martin made the big
plays, scoring five straight
points including a three point
play, Olivet closed the book
on North Central.
Other big scorers for Olivet
were Skyler Hasselbring with
16, Nelson with 15, and reserve
Jon Hodge with 14.
Also, Olviet shot 36 of 70
for .514 and committed 17
fouls with senior forward Daryl
Nelson fouling out.
A few of the players, although
proud of the win, were a little

Buy A Whopper
Get A Whopper
Please present this coupon
before ordering. Lim it one
coupon per customer. Not valid
with other offers.
• 925 E. COURT, KANKAKEE •
• 355 KENNEDY DRIVE, BRADLEY •

J.V. also won their home opener, 91 ?§9.
worried about the fact the
North Central kept coming
back. “ We tend to relax too
much when we get a lead,”
commented senior guard John
Jaynes. “ The fans might have
won this one for us. ”
“ We need to play hard the full
40 minutes,” added Nelson.
“ It’s too easy to let up when

you get a lead.
Coach Ralph Hodge shared
this feeling. “ If we were
playing on the road with their
crowd cheering,, we would
have lost this one.”
Olivet’s next game is tonight
at Decatur, IL against a tough
Millikin University team.

BURGIR

KING

Offer expires 12/18 /81

ROUTE 50 t
KAN KA KE E
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Tiger Spotlight
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Dave Manville
By Bettie McReynolds
Carol Gray
After several years ot
participating in any sport, a
person is likely to either give it
up or continually improve. For
tunately for our Tiger wrestling
team, Dave "Spanky" Manville
is a member of the latter group,
because he’s been wrestling
for 6 years and strives each day
to improve his skills and perfect
his technique.
Dave hails from Dansville,
Michigan and his high school
record is an impressive one.
Wrestling at 119 lbs., he was
4th in the state his sophomore
year, 2nd his Junior year and in
his Senior year, he was the
State of Michigan Chammon.
Dave is a Sophomore Business/
Management major at Olivet,
and is minoring in both
computer and political science.
While wrestling and academics
are two of the top priorities
in his life, first and foremost in
his life is Christianity, and the
emphasis on spirituality among
the wrestling team serves as a
strengthening factor. 'The
team’s motivations and goals
i are based on our relationships
, with Jesus Christ, so that we
can be witnesses for Him with
both our conduct and wrestling,
Dave commented. He con
tinued, 'One of the best things

c e n te r
Brandywine SU Resort has full
time jobs-inside or outsidefor men or women who can drop
out winter quarter. Pay starts at
$3.50 per hour; can earn $2,000
before spring and save most of
it. ' Free sleeping quarters
provided. Write to Box 343,
Northfield,OH 44067 and tell
us about yourself.

graffio«:

There were
9.000 IN '67
12.000 IN 73
18.000 IN 79.
P oot-L ong *on«*w»«»»••

Buy 1 footlong snack
BBQ Beef sub —
Get 1 BBQ Beef
1514E Court
Before long, this
auditorium will b e jampacked with students
investigating th e world of
* missions.
Consider it: What other
long-standing event has
brought together so
many students?
It's happening again.
URBANA'81.
Will you b e one of them ?
URBAN A '81 : Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship's
13th S tudent Missions
Convention.

For more information, contact
your local Inter-Varsity Staff
Member or write Inter-Varsity
233 Langdon
Madison, Wl 33703
16081 237-0263

Kankakee

932-8350

COUPON EXPIRES
12/18/81
Bay a large drink and get a Free
reusable plastic glass. Bring It
In any time you buy a sandwich
and we w 0 fill It - FREE!

646S. M ain
Bourbammai*
933-2874

about Olivet’s program is team
feeling-we have prayer before
and after practice, and have de
votions on Fridays.'
When asked what has been the
strongest motivator, strong
enough to make him strive to be
a better student (Dave main-,
tains a 4.0 GPA), a better
wrestler, and a better Christ
ian, he said, 'The most positive
motivating factor in my life has
been my father, who supports
me with his presence and en
couragement and prayers.'
Last year, Dave’s record was
23-3 which is the best Fresh
man record ever at ONC. His
personal wrestling goal is a
high one-to place 8th in the
NAIA, and to win the Christian
nationals. 'Anything I want to
do, I want to be the best a t,' he
said. He also added though,
that he sometimes sets his
goals too high, which some
times results in frustration and
discouragement. 'Fortunately
for m e,' he -continued, 'th e
team’s spirit helps to lift me in
these low tim es.'
When asked about his Christian goals, Dave said simply, 'To be
like Jesu s.' With his drive and
determination, Dave is sure to
come as close as he possibly can
to being just that.

SUPPORT
THE
TIGERS!
FO O D
FO R
PO LAN D
FACT

AS AN
YOU_R_1

A R MY N U R S E ,
i'P iifT J

Discover the many opportunities, the Army offers men and
women with Bachelor of Science in Nursing degrees.
• Wide range of professional specialities in Army hospitals
world wide.
• Officer’s pay and benefits. Every Army Nurse is a com
missioned officer.
• No basic training.. .only an orientation course to
familiarize you with the Army.
• Excellent opportunity for professional growth, advancement,
and travel.
B E A N A R M Y NURSE
BE ALL YOU CAN BE
Call: Staff Sergeant Joseph Wheeler
1-800-322-2296

Lech Walesa has made a worldwide appeal for emergency food for
Poland. Malnutrition and dysentaiy have become epidemic.
The long Polish winter has arrived.

FACT

Milk products, medicine and disinfectants are needed Immediately,
especially to help babies and young children.

FACT

FOOD FOR POLAND, a new. non-profit organization

is shipping commodities directly and immediately to the Polish
people. Throujÿi this channel you can help Ijeep hope alive as the
Polish people strive to preserve their freedoms
and develop economic strength.

SO WHAT?
Send a generous tartdeductlble contribution NOW!
Spread the word to friend! and relatives and throughout your
community. As we enjoy a free and abundant holiday season, let us
also respond to the tremendous need of the Polish people.

NATIONAL TOLL-FREE TELEPHONE
1- 800 - 453-4000

UTAH TOLL-FREE TELEPHONE
1- 800 - 662-8666
If you would like to be
a Student Ambassador for Poland,
call M itc h Davis at 801 -224-7479L

.
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TIGER SPOTLIGHT:

Daryl Nelson
By Mel Hoffert
With the beginning of a new
basketball season and the start
of each game, Tiger fans every
where will be focusing their
attention on one man in particu
lar. A man so well-respected on
the basketball court that his
teammates and even his oppo
nents look up to him. Daryl
Nelson, a 6'5" senior, is not
only center but also co-captain
for Olivet this year.
Daryl, a resident of Woodhull, Illinois, has not developed
into the fine athlete that he is
overnight. An interest in

and served as president of
F.F.A. (Future Farmers of
America) his senior year.
Olivet’s present coach, Ralph
Hodge, was Daryl’s coach his
last two years in high school.
Daryl
reflected,
“ Coacch
Hodge emphasized fundamen
tals more as a high school coach
than he does now.” He then
added, ‘‘He has been the most
influential coach I’ve had.”
Daryl was recruited by such
schools as Rockford and Milli
kan but admits Ralph Hodge
helped convince him to come to
Olivet.
Since coming to Olivet, Daryl
has matured into an excellent
basketball talent. All-confer
ence Academic honors were
granted to him his sophomore
and junior years as well as Allconference Athletic and Grace
Thanksgiving
Tournament
Team honors last year.
Concentrating primarily on
team gets the opening tip off basketball, Daryl decided not
the arrow is pointed the other
way and it is their turn to have to pursue any other sports but >n their reansition game 6s- especially thankful for the rela
possession on the next jump still retains interests in other pecially off of the fastbreak and tionships that I have esta
ball call. If another jump is areas. Aside from basketball, have had poor shot selection, blished through basketball.
called, the other team gets the Daryl is involved in Business but felt these problems would Long-term friendships have de
ball and the arrow is pointed Club, M.R.A., and is the Busi- work out as the season pro- veloped with the guys on. the
the other way, indicating that it ness Manager for the Aurora, gressed.
Concerning
next team, particularly with Keith
is their turn to have possession. Majoring in Accounting, Daryl year’s team with the graduation (Peachey) and Pat (Martin) who
This eliminates all jump balls has accumulated a 3.7 G.P.A. of Martin, Peachey, and him- I’ve played ball with for four
except the opening tip-off. The and plans a career as a Certified self, Daryl said, ‘‘I think that years now. That probably
exception to this rule is if the Public Accountant. His hobbies Skyler (Hasselbring) will be a means more to me than anygame goes into/ overtime, the include water skiing, racquet- pleasant surprise and John thing.”
jump balls come back into ball, and softball.
(Allhands) has the defensive
effect. This rule is hoped to
When asked about this year’s experience and offensive tools
speed the game.
team, Daryl commented, “ We to become a real leader. What
The other rule change is the are potentially better than last the team will need is a playover-and-back call. The rule year with a lot of youth and ex- maker like Keith (Peachey),
previously was if the ball or the perience. I think we are strong-, When asked what has meant
player crossed the mid court er defensively.” He fioted that the most to him these few years
stripe, then it could or they they have been having trouble at Olivet, Daryl replied, I am
could not go back across it.
Now, the ball can cross and b e ^ ; ^ ^ * * * * * * - ^ * ; ) « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
brought back if the player h a s*
s*
not stepped across also, an d *
likewise, the player can ste p *
May all the blessings of
across and then back if the ball *
the Lord Jesus fall upon
has not yet crossed but w hen*
you and your family.
they both cross they are n o t*
*
allowed to cross again 9
*
*
*

basketball began in fourth
grade and continued on into
junior and senior high school.
He also spent many of his sum
mers in basketball camps and
leagues. As a result, while at
Alwood High School in Woodhull, Daryl received All-confer
ence honors his junior and
senior years and averaged 18
points and 12 rebounds his
senior year.
Daryl’s interests were not
just limited to basketball. He
was selected M.V.P. in base
ball, football and basketball

Rule changes
for basketball

*

*
*

*

*
*
*

*
*

LOST OUR LEASE!!

*

*
*
*

*
*
*
For a limited time only, if you buy Steve Camp's
new album "For Every Man" a n d Tommy Coomes
^
"Love Is The Key” you can get any Word albulm
free!
Right now both of these new albums are available
w ith Word's money-saving DOUBLE COUPONS.
That means when you buy either album you get TWO
Record & Tape Club stickers instead o f ju s t one.
Buy a copy of both albums and you'll have enough
stickers fo r a free album. It's a great way to get
the music you like fo r less. Come by our store
' today and get the full details on this great money
saving valuel

A M A K S STONC
«0 M C ASO W V W W ( H O m M C t N T IA
KANKAKEE, IL LM O tS «MOT
PHONE: (815) I3 M 3 Q 0

*
*

*
*
*
*

Kankakaa,IL 60901
j 815)933-8229

A VITAL DECISION HAS BEEN MADE TO
CLOSE JIMMY HOLMES KANKAKEE STORE’S
DOORSFOREVER. I wH erwooVieot.
EVERY PRICE ON EVERY ITEM HAS BEEN
SLASHED TO SELL REGARDLESS OF LOSSES
SUFFERED! WE MUST AND WILL SELL OUT
TO THE BARE WALLS! EVERYTHING GOES-

NOTHING HELD BACK!

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

THE GREATEST SELECTION OF
FINE' QUALITY

MENSWEAR

*
*

YOU’LL FIND ANYWHERE

*

795 N. Kannady Driva

*

*
*
*
*
*
*

' AT “GIVE-AWAY” PRICES

*

*
*

Stop by and shop for great
savings today before all is gone!!

-A L L THE EMPLOYEES
OF JIM M Y HOLMES

% **************************************************

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

|<J3ui] these to o albums |
& g e t one free]

5^
|*
*
*
*
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By Terry Rodgers
If you have been to a Tiger
home basketball game this year
you probably saw some changes
in the rules. If you haven’t
been, there are some major rule
changes that will be helpful to
know when you watch. The two
rules that were changed to any
degree is the possession rule
and the over-and-back rule.
The biggest change in rules
is the possession rule. The rule
used to be that whenever two
players of the opposite team
had control of the ball at the
same time, there would be a
jump ball. Also if a defensive
player stops the offensive play
er who controls the ball for five
seconds, there would be a jump
between the two. With the new
rule in effect, all jump balls will
be eliminated and the possesion
of the ball will be determined
by whose turn it is. This is
determined by the new box on
the scorers’ bench that will
have an arrow lit up pointing
one way or another. When the
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Grapplers
Sweep Tri-Dual
Meet

Joe Nugent putting the move on a Concordia wrestler.

Mistakes w eigh
heavy in Tiger
loss
Olivet gave up the ball too
many times last Saturday
and lost 77*68 to Illinois Wes
leyan in Bloomington, IL.
‘‘We just didn’t play good
ball,”
commented
senior
ball player John Jaynes.
“You can’t expect- to win a
game if you keep giving it
back to the other team. You’ve
got to keep control of the ball
same, and we didn’t .”
The Tigers went from bad to
worse, giving the ball up 19
times and playing from behind
most of the game. At one point
Wesleyan ran off 18 straight

points, but Olivet was able
to overcome the deficit and
pull within six after a half
time score of 44-35, Wesleyan.
‘‘We kept ourselves out of the
game because of our mis
takes,” added Jaynes. “ W e'ie
a much better team than we
played against Wesleyan.”
The Tigers never did gain their
composure and suffered their
third loss in six games after
a fine start.
Daryl Nelson had 15 points
followed by Pat Martin with 14
and Skyler Hasselbring with 13.
Keith Peachey added to his,
assists total, picking up 10. <

1981'82

By: Jeff ’Wittman
A great team effort and double
by Jeff Lee and Todd
Neals enabled the Tiger
wrestling team to sweep a tri
dual meet 28-24 (Concordia)
and 29-13 (Elmhurst) Saturday.
With the Tigers losing 24-22 to
Concordia toward the end of the
meet, Olivet’s 150 pounder
Todd Neals had to win to assure
a victory. After a close first two
periods, Neals finally pinned
his foe to win it for Olivet.
Senior A1 MacQueen jumped up
to the 126 pound weight class
and defeated a tough Elmhurst
®wrestler to record his 80th
career win in his only match of
the day.
The victories seemed even
more impressive since coCaptain Steve Klock and Fresh
man Dave Jennings had to sit

out because of injuries. Klock
tore muscles in his elbow and
Jennings is still being bothered
by sore ribs.
Olivet had four other wrestlers
recording single victories. Pick
ing up points for the Tigers
were Dave Manville (134),
Joe Nugent (167), Tim Furness
(190), and Mark Parke (HVY)„ .
Greg Long split duties at 126
with MacQueen but lost a tough
match to a fine Concordia
wrestler. Rick Unger & Stuart
Leedham also picked up value
points for O.N.c H
Saturday the tigers will com
pete in our own Tiger invita
tional which will be held in our
gym. Come see what proves to
be one of Olivet’s finest
wrestling Teams seek to win the
first tournament of the year.

Cheerleaders

LATEST IN CUTS,PERMS,COLORS
IN D IV ID U A LIZ E D CONSULTATION T R E A T M E N T A ND DESIGN
UNISEX SALON
150 N. SCHUYLER AVE.
KANKAKEE, IL 60901

FOR APPT. 9 3 6 -8 3 3 3
CHILDREN WELCOME

TOP: Sara McClung, Danielle Ainley, Jan Barr
BOTTOM: Mona Duplessis, Pam Gard, Pam Caldwell, Karl Green, Lori Frazier

Olivet W inter Sports Schedules

O M en - W om enO
JO IN THE ARMY RESERVE
D ali

W ITH O U T' INTERRUPTING COLLEGE
When you Join the Army Reserve under the Split Training Option you can
take your Basic Training and Advanced Individual Training during two con

unit. It takes just 16 hours a month, usually a weekend. You earn an Income
while you learn and use a skill.
After your Advanced Individual Training you continue to use your skill In

Thur., 3
, Thur.. 10
Sat.-. 1 2,

CALL ARMY RÉSERVE OPPORTUNITIES
SGT Boggess
932-4315
An Equal Opportunity Employer

University o f Chicago
Rosary
Elmhurst

Fri., Sat.
15,10

.. 19
.. 23
26
, Sat.
30

ONC Women's Invitst ion si Tournament
Fri. • Mt. Vernon vs.
MacMurray
Olivet vs.
III. College
Sat. • Losers
Winners
Concordia
Trinity C hristian
Rockford
Whaaton Tournament
Fri. • MlUlkin vs.
Olivet
Wheaton vs.
O rssnviilv
Sat. • Losers
Winners

Time

.Tue.. 2
.5
n., 8
1.. 9

13

16
, 19
r.,-23
.2 6
1., 27

Judson
North Central
George W illiam s
IBC
Thornton Comm. ,
College
Trinity
Moody Bible inst.
Aurora
McKandrae >
Greenville

Date

Opponent

LpcpSp ii

Tim*

Away
Home
Away

7:30
7:00
7:00

5:3b
7:30
5:30
7:30
4:00
1:30
7:00

8:00
6:00
8:00

Sat..
Wed..
Sat.. 12

Home
Away

3:00
7:00

Sat.. 9
Tue. 12
Fri .S at.
15.16
Tue. 19
Sat.. 23
Tue.. 26
Sat . 30

Away
Away

1:00
4:00

Away
Horns

10:00
6:00

Away

7:00

Away
Away
Away
Away

7:00
8:30
6:00
10:00

Cougar Classic
Rivar Forest
Wheal on Inv.

Away

7:00

Away

7:00

NCCAA Regional*

Horn#

7:00

NCCAA Nationals
Biols. CA

Away

6:00

NAIA Nationals
Portland. OR

Away

Concordia, Elmhurst
Wheaton. Chicago
Stata
Tiger Invitational
Illin o is Wesleyan Inv.
North Park. North
Central
Mid-West Classic
Upland, IN
Univ. o f Chicago
Elm hurst Inv.
Taytor. Valparaiso
Chicago Stats Inv.

Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away

7«)
7:00
7:00
7:00
2:00

Wed.-Sat.
3-6

MARCH

Coach: Larry W atson

Opponent

location

Tims

Fri.. Sat.
20. 21
Mon.. 30

Homecoming •
Northeastern HI. U.
Homecoming Loras College
Mid-America Nazarena
• Tournament
Eastern Illin o is U.

Home
Home
Away
Away

DECEMBER

FEBRUARY

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
3:30

Fri.. 13
Sat.. 14

JANUARY

Fri., Sat.
5 .6
Fri.. Sat.
12.13
Fri.. Sat.
19.20
Thur.-Sat.
25-27

Away
Away
Home

Univ. o f Chicago
St. Louis Open

20.21

DECEMBER

Home

Away
Away
Home
Away

Sat., 14
Fri.. Sat.

DO*

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER

FEBRUARY

Coach: Carol Doangao

booooi

lo c a te *

JANUARY

Training. Of course, you’ ll be paid for all your Reserve Duty.
For college students, the Army Reserve is a good way to earn extra Income

1981-82

Men’s Basketball

0»po*a*t

your local unit during each monthly meeting plus during two weeks of Annual

while you get practical on-the-job experience.

1981-82

Varsity Wrestling

DECEMBER

secutive summers. You get full pay for your training, so It’s like having a
summer Job.
Between your summers of training, you serve with your local Army Reserve'

1981-82

Women’s Basketball

Sat.. 5
Tue.. 8
T h u r. 10
Sat.. 12
Tue.. 15

Illin o is Wesleysn U.
North Central
M illikin U.
Central lows
St. Xavier

Away
Home
Away
Horn#
Home

JANUARY
Thur.-Sst.
7-9
Thur.. 14
Sat.. 16
Tue.. 19
Fri.. 22
Sat.. 23
Sat..'30

Pt. Loma Tournament
- San Diego, Calif.
Rockford
Judson
Concordia
Trinity
DePauw
Rockford

Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home

5:30-7:30

Home
Away
Away
Home
Away

5 30-7:30
5:30-7 30
5:30-7:30
5:30-7:30

Home
Away
Home

5:3T7:30
6:00-1:00
5 30-7 30

s ori or

f: 0 r * 0 0
530-7:30

2:0
5:3T7:30

FEBRUARY
Thur.. 4
Sat.. 6
Tua., 9
Thur., 11
Sat.. 13
Mon. 15
Tue.. 16
Tue.. 23

Aurora
III. Benedictine College
Aurora
Judson
Spring Arbor • Silver
Dome-Pontiac. Mich.
Concordia
Trinity
HI. Benedictine College

Coach: Ralph Hodga

Page Twelve
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lose close one
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Try a lot of tenderness.

During Homecoming weekend, the ONC Varsity
and alumni team games resulted in scores of 88-34,
and 95-44, with Varsity winning both games.

Hardee's Big Roast Beef h sc tender, tasty, and juicy, you'll be tempted to have it
noon and night. Sliced thin and piled high on a toasted sesame seed bun, its about all
two hands and a body can holt.. So next time you're good and hungry, tuck in your nap
kin, let out your belt, and try a lot of tenderness— Hardee's Big Roast Beef.

BUY ONE BIG ROAST BEEF
AT REGULAR PRICE
GET ONE BIG ROAST BEEF FREE!!

Hardear

BEST EATIN’ALL AROUND
Coupon Expires
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12/18/81

Up in 5ubs

By Bettie McReynolds
_
It was a close game Tuesday,
in Champaign with some very
.crucial mistakes. Those mis
takes made during the last
few minutes of the game,
resulted in a loss for the
ONC Women’s
basketball
team to Parklin College. The
game ended with a score of
62-55.
“ There were several fouls,
and the shooting percentage,
(35%-field, 29%-free throw),
was bad,” according to Coach
Carol Doenges. “ The free
throws actually lost the game.”
Sophomore Cindy Campbell
played an excellent game with
a total of 25 points and 15
rebounds. The team’s record is
now 1-1. Overall, the team
looks better than last year’s
due to added depth and strong
freshmen, who are lacking only
in experience. Coach Doenges
feels that few players are not
playing up to their full capacity
With the new talent and
players returning from last
year, Coach Doenges added,
“ This is the strongest team
I’ve ever had.”

b £i

■ 6
Famous Foot-Long sandwiches

new item
Buy 2 GyrosGet 1 Free !
Buy a large drink and get a Free
reusable plastic glass. Bring it
in any time you buy a sandwich
646 S.Main
Bourbonnais and we will fill it - FREE!
933-2874 '■
COUPON EXPIRES 12/18/81

1514 E. Court
Kankakee
932-8350

•

Your

&

Sports

Connection

Is “ Times are
3 changing
S so are we/” j*
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